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1. He who gets the kingdoms gets the harvest is why Jesus was tempted with kingdoms by the devil.1
2. Note that Satan did not show Jesus the souls of people? This is because the kingdoms were also built
for Jesus’ glory.
3. There is glory in the kingdoms but at the moment it is hidden because Satan controls the kingdoms.
4. Satan controls the kingdoms by placing his people at the top of the mountains in the kingdoms.
5. It is a rare person who can be both an intimate lover of Jesus and at the same time a warrior who
invades the enemy territory. This new species is called ‘killer sheep’.
6. ‘Killer sheep’ is the new version of the Royal Priesthood.
7. The wealth transfer and the injustices of the ages will all be repaid to one generation. We are very
likely that generation.
8. The fig tree is symbolic of Israel2 and all the other trees are the nations that were birthed after Israel
became a nation in 1948. These are the nations we can take for the kingdom.
9. Israel had a covenant including spiritual inheritance and all the blessings of God. However, the book
of Hebrews states that we have a better covenant with better promises which are: territory that
glorifies God here and a spiritual inheritance in the age to come.
10. It is a foundational rule that you must consolidate your gains after invasion before any further
advancement otherwise you will lose the battle.
11. At the end of WWII America had established an ideology that was similar to the Kingdom of God
but failed in the occupation phase to depose the false cultures by bringing the gospel of the Kingdom
– especially in Japan.
12. Unfortunately, the church has always had an obsession with the gospel of salvation and not the
gospel of the Kingdom.
13. Since 1974 more than 90 countries made the transition to democracy. But unfortunately, we are now
losing the battle because the churches failed to occupy those countries with the gospel of the
Kingdom.
14. The world has now slipped into a democratic recession because the church does not engage its
culture. They are focussed on building churches. Bums on seats!
15. Because of this inaction, Satan has been uncontested in all the other mountain peaks. There is now
a satanic undertow occurring in these nations.
16. The high places have been occupied by the enemy’s agents who have monopolized power rather
than restraining it. So that instead of developing laws and institutions and free market competition,
they work to restrict political access. These elites use their consolidated power to limit economic
competition, generating profits for themselves and their cronies.
17. We can and must change this current situation.
18. Where the spirit of the Lord is there is freedom.
19. You cannot export democracy, freedom and justice just because you have a good idea.
1 - Luke 4:5
2 - Luke 21:29
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20. We’ve got to take the high places by the Spirit of the Lord.
21. How do you penetrate high places? You use teaching that involves taking the commands of Jesus
(Kingdom Principles), but in a covert, secular manner.
22. The Spirit of the Lord has to get out of the church mountain and invade all the other mountains.
23. A Royal priesthood has the ability to invade and engage the forces of darkness. This is done by the
combination of and through the power of intercession and the raising up of dread champions by
God for the task.
24. The current problem is that all the mountains that belong to God are occupied by the enemy.
25. We need people called by God to go into these spheres who have the supernatural giftings, the
character (heart) and the wisdom needed to be able to occupy those cultures.
26. Sheep nations are looking for Kingdom people who have the ability to invade the systems.
Summary.
• We need a mind shift so that we understand ‘He who gets the kingdoms gets the harvest.’
• Satan currently controls the 6 mountains other than the Religion (Church) mountain.
• We being the royal priesthood have been given the task of reclaiming the mountains for Jesus.
• Reclamation is done through teaching that involves taking the commands of Jesus (Kingdom
Principles) and teaching them in a covert, secular manner.
• The Spirit of the Lord has to get out of the church mountain and invade all the other mountains.
• Nations are waiting for their glory to be released.
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